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A very interesting paper on vital 
statistics relating to Jews, read be
fore the Royal Statistical Society, 
London, by Mr. Rosenbatin, gives 

the following as the conclusions to be drawn from 
lhe data presented:

I. 1 he death-rate front all causes and at all ages, 
except 0—5, is lower among Jews than non-Jews in 
London.

I lie birth-rate is considerably higher.
3. 1 he infant death-rate, in proportion to number 

of births, is very low.
4- The expectation of life at all ages for both 

sexes is higher.
5- The marriage-rate is higher.
ft. The rate of natural increase is higher.
7. The present Jewish population of the United 

Kingdom is alxntt 240.000, of whom 1404x8) are in 
London, (17,000 in the rest of England and Wales 
and 254x*j in Scotland and Ireland.
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When the agent of an insurance 
company fills up an application 
form, or a schedule of particulars 
for an intending insurer of his life 

or property, he, when so engaged, is acting as the 
agent ,u that person and not as agent of the 
patty lie represents. The company, therefore, has 
no responsibility whatever for what is done by an 
agent under such circumstances.
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.An illustration of the power of 
London to absorb funds is 

riaanctal Absorber, shown by the balances held by 
Russia in I‘aris, the result of 

loans made in that market, are being transferred
■ to London. The proceeds also of the German por-
■ tiw °f the last Japanese loan are also going to 
H London. Money flows where it can be used to the 
H advantage, and in this respect, London stands 
H without n rival. When the indemnity loan is put
■ the world’s market, for which Russia will be re- 
H •Pon' l>h‘« London will take the leading part in the

negotiations.
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In view of subsequent events the 
Collap.r or The excitement caused a few years
Shipping Trait.The assistant statistician of the 

American Government's Statisti- 
Wtth Official cal llureau, Washington, has been 
Crop Report*. f„u,u| guilty of having given 

"tips" to speculators regarding 
crops. The information lie acquired 

from In- position was sold by him to brokers and 
other, who made use of the statistics In
to them in manipulating tile market, 
nurilt dismissed, but it is believed that be had so 
tampered with the crop returns as to render them 
unreliable. Following upon an exposure of gross 
corruption in the Post < fffice, of most suspicious 
transitions in the Printing Department, of frauds 
» the Interior Department, this scandal has caused 
a painful sensation in the United States where vast 
imereo. are affected by official reports, which, if not 

arr certain to create widespread confusion 
anil enormous losses.

ago, in 1 got, by the establish
ment of the international Mer

cantile Marine Company appears to have been 
quite ludicrous. It will be remembered that the 
whole llritisli Press

Taiuperiug

rang with outcries against the 
danger threatening the shipping interests of Great 
Itritain. Alarm

(he cotton

was expressed in most excited lan-
gave out 

He was sum
guage that "IJritanma rules the waves," was likely 
to be an obsolete boast, it was going to be changed 
into "America rules the waves." 
that, “the Americans have 
amf so mi and so on.

U bat has occurred?

It was declared 
annexed the Atlantic,”

The net earnings of this 
terrible shipping octopus that was going to gobble 
"l> the liritish marine, were less by $2,124.000 than 
was required last year to pay interest charges on 
tlu- securities floated. In ,903. ban provision been 
made for depreciation, as i„ all such enterprises
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